Great Japanese Traditional Sports

Sumo is the most popular traditional sports in Japan. Sumo is a Japanese style of wrestling, in which people taking part are extremely large. The first reason why sumo is the most popular traditional sports is because sumo is similar to wrestling. Sumo is exciting for audience. For example when the person who plays sumo did hard fright, the audience is excited by the fright. The second reason, sumo takes place a lot of places in Japan, when people want to watch a sumo, people can go to gym where is the most nearst place. The last reason, foreign student who lives in Japan are interested sumo. Because sumo is Japanese traditional sports, they don’t know about sumo. Some foreign students practice sumo. Sumo has a person who is from foreign country. For these reasons, sumo is the most popular traditional sports in Japan.

Comments: This paragraph did not receive a passing score for several reasons. This paragraph lacks sufficient development (there needs to be better support and details.) There are also many digressing ideas (poor unity). Finally, there are major and minor grammar and mechanical errors (including noun forms, articles, superlative adjectives, and other sentence-level problems) which weaken clarity and disrupt communication.